This paper presents a new and efficient methodology for distribution network reconfiguration integrated with optimal power flow (OPF) based on a Benders decomposition approach. The objective minimizes power losses, balancing load among feeders and subject to constraints: capacity limit of branches, minimum and maximum power limits of substations or distributed generators, minimum deviation of bus voltages and radial optimal operation of networks. The Generalized Benders decomposition algorithm is applied to solve the problem. The formulation can be embedded under two stages; the first one is the Master problem and is formulated as a mixed integer non-linear programming problem. This stage determines the radial topology of the distribution network. The second stage is the Slave problem and is formulated as a non-linear programming problem. This stage is used to determine the feasibility of the Master problem solution by means of an OPF and provides information to formulate the linear Benders cuts that connect both problems. The model is programmed in GAMS. The effectiveness of the proposal is demonstrated through two examples extracted from the literature.
This paper introduces the concept of distribution optimal power flow (DOPF), while aims at integrating all the decision problems in an unified model where reconfiguration, distributed generation and capacitors banks are used to find the optimal operating point for the distribution network.
The DSR and DOPF problem for the distribution system loss minimum reconfiguration has been formulated by means of Benders decomposition and divided in two stages, named Master and Slave levels. The decision problem or Master problem is formulated as a mixed integer non-linear programming problem (MINLP) and determines the radial topology of the distribution network. The second stage is the Slave problem and is formulated as a non-linear programming problem (NLP). This stage is used to define the feasibility of the Master problem solution by means of an OPF and provides information with which to formulate the linear Benders cuts that transfer information from the Slave to the Master problem.
It is shown in this paper that the feasibility seeking variant of the Benders algorithm using implicit enumeration is very efficient for solving reconfiguration and optimal power flow of large-scale distribution systems with very short computational time, and improves the results provided previously in scientific literature.
In this paper the proposed methodology is programmed in General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) that is a high-level modeling language for mathematical programming and optimization. It consists of a language compiler and a stable of integrated high-performance solvers (e.g., CPLEX for linear, mixed-integer linear or mixed-integer quadratic programming, CONOPT for non-linear programming.. .). Other commercial languages with similar features are AMPL, AIMMS, or XPRESS-MO, but GAMS is probably the most widespread one. The optimization problems are modeled with GAMS in a highly compact and natural way. GAMS allows you to build models that can be adapted quickly to new changes, can even convert from linear to mixed-integer or nonlinear with little trouble, and can change from one solver to another one. The main disadvantage of GAMS is that it needs time for model creation and interface with the solver that slows down the obtaining of results, but it can only be critical with very largescale optimization models, which it is not our case.
As was previously mentioned, the model is programmed in GAMS [32] , using the solver CPLEX [33] for solving the MINLP problem with a quadratic objective function (Master level) and CONOPT [34] for solving the NLP problem (Slave level). The algorithm will solve the distribution reconfiguration integrated with an OPF for a single-phase or balanced three-phase AC network. The algorithm could be also modified to handle unbalanced three-phase by treating each current quantity as a vector containing either the line currents or the magnitudes of their symmetrical components. A symmetrical-component representation would be necessary if the line impedance depended significantly on phase sequence, but this dependence is generally much less for resistance than for reactance quantities.
If the distribution system data per phase is available, this methodology can be executed per phase for solving unbalanced distribution systems reconfiguration.
It should be noticed that the results do not depend on modeling language (GAMS). These results would be the same using other programming language platform. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 deals with the optimal networks reconfiguration problem, defines the model equations, and briefly describes the method applied to solve the problem, an approach to the Generalized Benders decomposition, defining the Master and Slave problems. In both problems, the set of constraints and the objective function are listed. In Section 3, the solution procedure for the Slave and Master problems is detailed. Furthermore, this section illustrates most of the advantages and potentialities of the proposed model using two study cases extracted from References [1] and [35] . Finally, Section 4 states the conclusions.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
The reconfiguration integrated with optimal power flow (ROPF) model must be able to determine the optimal configuration and evaluate the load distribution amongst substations, distributed generators and feeders. The resulting system should be feasible, i.e., it should meet demand and technical requirements. There is a considerable amount of feasible alternatives and the model chooses the alternative that optimizes a specific objective function.
In this paper, the objective function of the ROPF model seeks to minimize the system power losses. The set of constraints comprises: power balance constraints-Kirchhoff's 1st Law; capacity limits of the existing substations, distributed generators and feeders; voltage calculation constraints-Kirchhoff's 2nd law; voltage limits for all load buses; radiality constraints; logical constraints-involving integer decision variables-and all the OPF constraints. The ROPF formulation is stated as follows.
The objective function seeks to minimize power losses:
Subject to the following constraints: Kirchhoff's first law (power balance) in the buses:
Minimum power output limits of the substation or generator:
Maximum power output limits of the substation or generator:
Power limits of the line or thermal limits of the line:
Radial operation condition of the networks:
Between two buses, the line is represented by double direction of the power flow. In the operation of the networks, only one of the directions should exist.
General power balance in the networks:
Real power output limits:
Reactive power output limits:
Reactive power output by shunt capacitors:
Real power flow equations:
Reactive power flow equations:
Capacity limits of distribution lines:
Bus voltage magnitude limits:
Bus angle limits:
Transformer taps limits:
Benders decomposition
The ROPF problem addressed in this paper is formulated as a MINLP problem with a non-linear objective function, binary decision variables, continuous variables for operation processes, and non-linear constraints such as complete power flow equations or distribution lines capacity limits. The difficulties related to solving non-linear optimization problems with binary variables force us to make use of partitioning techniques such as the Benders decomposition [26, 27] . The Benders partition algorithm is a decomposition technique on two-levels, Master and Slave, which defines an iterative procedure between both levels in order to reach the joint optimal solution. The master level represents the decision problem, which is defined as a MINLP problem, whereas the Slave level deals with the operation problem, being a non-linear OPF. This method allows us to appropriately treat the non-convexity associated with binary variables and to divide the global problem into two smaller problems which are easier to solve.
The Master problem determines the new configuration of the network and the open switches, as well the on/off status of capacitors and generators by means of Branch and Bound optimization technique using the solver CPLEX [33] . This solution obtained by CPLEX is transferred to the Slave sub-problem, which verifies the technical feasibility of the Master problem solution by means of OPF that can be solved using CONOPT [34] . It defines the dual values (sensitivities) associated with the configuration decision made previously by the Master problem. In the iterative process, this information is supplied to the Master problem through the Benders cuts in order to improve the new decision of the Master problem in the next iteration.
The procedure followed in this paper includes the steps illustrated in the flowchart in Figure 1 . The ''start'' point will be the initial configuration of the network.
Master problem
The Master problem decides the network configuration in order to minimize the system power losses by opening/closing tieswitches (1/0 binary variables) so that the network becomes radial in operation, and also by connecting/disconnecting capacitors and/or generating units. Therefore, all binary variables have to be included in the optimization problem of this level.
The objective function minimizes: Subject to the constraints (2)-(9) and the Benders cuts:
Slave sub-problem
The Slave level checks the feasibility of the Master problem solution and provides the optimal value of the operation variables by means of an AC-OPF. Therefore, the Slave sub-problem solves system operation, minimizing the cost of infeasibility, as there could k be some cases where the master level solution does not guarantee its feasibility. A way to make the OPF problem always feasible is to add slack values at power flow equations (possible bus voltage violation) or at some lines (possible lines overload) and to include them in the objective function so that the objective function minimizes the infeasibilities of the power system. At the last iteration, the end solution of the global problem has to be feasible and optimal, that is, all these slack variables should be equal to zero. Therefore, the objective function would be formulated as
where Pn, Qn, and S i are the slack variables of the optimization problem. They represent, respectively, the requirements of real power, reactive power, and the increment of line power limit necessary to make the optimization problem feasible.
It is subject to constraints (8)- (16) and
Constraint (20) provides the dual value associated with the decision taken by the Master problem, that is, the sensitivity for each ( \ value of the decision variables y p ; w i ; y n fixed by the Master problem at the same iteration. These sensitivities are going to be
applied to the formulation of the Benders cuts of the following iteration (see Equation (18)). The cuts couple Master and Slave problems and are updated in each iteration to improve the new decision of the Master problem. The minimization is subject to the AC full power flow equations, real and reactive output production limits, reactive power injected by capacitors (see Equation (10)), transmission capacity limits of lines, the bus voltage angle and magnitude limits. Therefore, the Slave problem determines the value of the operation variables P p ; Q p ; Q n ; Vn; dn; rtin . The control variables of the OPF problem in electrical power systems normally are the real power and the bus voltage magnitude in PV buses, the transformer taps and capacitors/reactors susceptance. In our case, a distribution system, the control variables are the transformer taps, the reactive power by switching capacitor banks and therefore the bus voltage. The active power is controlled by means of the switches (on/off) connected in the distribution networks, so the load can be transferred from a feeder to another. The slack variables would be included in the Equations (11), (12) , and (13) to make feasible the OPF. These constraints would be formulated now as
Benders convergence criterion
The Benders decomposition procedure stops when the solution provided by the Master problem is feasible, that is, the value of the objective function computed in the Slave problem is zero.
TEST CASES
To compare the proposed methodology with others published in the literature, it would be necessary to have a test case which was made of a distribution network with the following elements:
• Distribution network with real dimensions • Information about the tie-lines of the mentioned network However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no methods suitable for comparison, since no reconfiguration method has applied to a real-dimension distribution network using jointly all these control devices. Nevertheless, there are many test cases published in the literature, which deal with the reconfiguration problem by tie-switching only, or reconfiguration taking into account the taps of transformers or the reconfiguration using transformers taps and the steps of capacitors banks. We have decided to compare our methodology using two study cases. The first example deals with the DSR problem by switching only and applied to a 32-buses system. The second one is a medium dimension distribution system and the efficiency and strength of the proposed methodology.
Example 1
This test case has been taken from the Reference [1] . It is a hypothetical 12.66 kV system with 2 feeders, one substation, 32 buses, and 5 looping branch (tie-lines). Total substation loads for the base configuration are 5084.26 kW and 2547 kvar. The system is not well-compensated and loss (total loss is about 8% of the total load). A loss system is selected because loss reduction is expected to be appreciable [7] . The voltage profile of the base system configuration is lower than the usual limit of 0.9 p.u. It shows that the system is not well configured. Also, it is assumed that every branch in the system is available for branch-exchange.
Baran and Wu [7] have used three different methods (M1, M2, M3) of varying accuracies to estimate the change in loss due to exchange. M1 method consists of the application of Branch Exchanges technique and a simplified power flow used to guide the search process. M2 method is based on the application of the Branch Exchanges technique with the called Backward and Forward Updating of power flow used in Reference [7] . Finally, M3 method applies the Branch Exchanges with an exact power flow. Each switching decision in these methods has been made after checking five switching options corresponding to the five open switches. Total lines loss in the final configuration (M1 method) was found to be of 0.01488578 pu (148.8578 kW) for a base voltage and power of 12.66 kVand 10 MVA, respectively. In the final configuration obtained by Reference [7] open tie-switches are s6, s33, s35, s36, and s37. The voltage profile in the final solution has not been reported in this Reference [7] .
Other research works show different results for this same test system. Thus, Reference [35] compares its final losses with those obtained by References [7] and [4] . As starting point of the reconfiguration problem, Reference [36] McDermott et al. [37] compare various algorithms, in which the initial and final losses obtained by Reference [7] are 202.68 and 142.60 kW, respectively.
In References [25] and [36] the load conditions of the test case are 5058.25 kW and 2547.32 kvar, which are different from the original values of the Reference [7] , from where the test case has been extracted. In this case, the initial losses are 202.68 kW. Gomes et al. [25] have elaborated a methodology and compared their method with References [4, 35, 36] and [37] . In this Reference [25] , the voltage profile has not been reported. The comparison can be observed in Table I , which has been extracted from Reference [25] . To this table has been added the execution time of the methodology proposed in this paper. It is important to notify that the optimum solution has been obtained by force brute algorithm in References [25, 36] . The same solution has also been obtained by the proposed methodology.
In this paper the problem of DSR integrated with DOPF has been studied for the test case represented in Figure 2 , which has been taken from Reference [7] and verified in Reference [35] . The dotted lines in Figure 2 represent the tie-lines. Switches s33, s34, s35, s36, and s37 are open for the initial configuration, and it is assumed that on/off switches exist at every node of the network.
The optimization of the DSR integrated with OPF problem is applied to the network in Figure 3 . The power flow is represented in a single direction only if this circulates exclusively from the source toward the load bus. If a doubt about feeding the load nodes from any substation exists, a line with two-way direction is used to represent the power flow, so that each node can be fed from any substation or generator. The switches have been represented by dashed segments. The mathematical model selects the lines in each Benders decomposition iteration.
The data for the network has been extracted from Reference [7] and can be obtained from the authors on request. [37] 136.57 32.6 1.66 s7, s9, s14, s32, s37 Goswami [35] 136.57 32.6 0.87 s7, s9, s14, s32, s37 McDermott [38] 136.57 32.6 1.99 s7, s9, s14, s32, s37 Gomes [25] 136.66 32.5 0.96 s7, s10, s14, s32, s37 Shirmohammadi [4] 136.66 32.5 0.14 s7, s10, s14, s32, s37 Proposed methodology 139.55 31.1 0.11 s7, s9, s14, s32, s37
The total line losses in the final configuration obtained by the proposed methodology are 0.0139550 pu. (139.550 kW) and the open tie-lines are s7, s9, s14, s32, and s37.
After comparing the results obtained by the proposed methodology with others published in the international literature, we could observe that there are incongruities between the results reported by several studies with regard to total active power loss. Nevertheless, with respect to open tie-lines, it can be assured that our results are equal to the results obtained by References [25, 35] and [36] . Figure 2 . Thirty-three bus test system in References [7] and [35] . [37] 139.550 31.147 s7, s9, s14, s32, s37 Goswami [35] 139.550 31.147 s7, s9, s14, s32, s37 McDermott [38] 139.550 31.147 s7, s9, s14, s32, s37 Gomes [25] 140.278 30.787 s7, s10, s14, s32, s37 Shirmohammadi [4] 140.278 30.787 s7, s10, s14, s32, s37 Baran [7] 146.832 27.554 s11, s28, s31, s33, s34 Actual network [25, 37] 202.677 00.000 s33, s34, s35, s36, s37
In view of these incongruities, we proceed to investigate the data, which were found exactly coincident with the original data of the above References [7] and [35] .
To know what was happening with the resulting incongruities, we took every configuration obtained by those studies and executed a power flow in each and also for the configuration obtained by the proposed methodology. It can be noticed that the results obtained by References [25] and [36] (see Table I ) are slightly different from the values presented in Table II , which were obtained in the present study. It is important to emphasize that the values in Table II , have been obtained by using the power flow for every configuration provided by the aforementioned references. Table III shows the feeders current values before and after reconfiguration obtained by References [7, 4, 25, [35] [36] [37] and the proposed methodology, respectively.
Moreover, Table IV presents the voltage profile for the initial configuration of Reference [7] and the final configuration of References [4, 7, 25, [35] [36] [37] and the proposed methodology. These voltage profiles have been obtained through a power flow for radial distribution systems. All the results are available on request from us.
Finally, it should be noted that the configuration obtained by the proposed algorithm is equal to the results obtained by References [36, 37] and seems to represent the optimum by obtaining the minimum power losses and the minimal number of switches opened/closed. Nevertheless, the reconfigured network has a better voltage profile since the minimum voltage is 0.937819 p.u. (node 31), whereas in References [34] and [25] 
Example 2
The new system tested is an 11 kV radial distribution system having two substations, 4 feeders, 70 nodes and 78 branches (including tie-lines) as shown in Figure 4 . Tie-switches of this system are open in the normal condition. System data are extracted from Appendix A of Reference [1] . They are also available in the online version of this paper as Supporting information.
The formulation of the optimization of reconfiguration problem is based on the network of Figure 4 . In this figure, switches have been represented by dashed segments.
In Reference [1] it is mentioned that before distribution network reconfiguration, total real power losses of this system are 337.45 kW and the minimum voltage is Vmin ¼ V67 ¼ 0.88389 p.u. [7, 4, 25, [35] [36] [37] [38] and the proposed methodology.
Feeders currents before and after reconfiguration, values in ampe`re Before reconfiguration [7] After reconfiguration obtained by Reference [7] After reconfiguration obtained by References [4, 25] After reconfiguration obtained by References [35, 36, 37, 38] and the proposed methodology After application of the method exposed in Reference [1] , real power losses are reduced to 302.05 kW and the minimum voltage rises to Vmin ¼ V29 ¼ 0.91214 p.u.
In this paper, after the application of the proposed methodology, the real power losses of this system are 301.6453 kW and the minimum voltage is Vmin ¼ V29 ¼ 0.915514 p.u. In order to compare the results of Reference [1] and the proposed methodology, we executed a full power flow in each configuration. Firstly, we took the configuration before and after reconfiguration presented in Reference [1] . The total active power losses in the distribution network before and after reconfiguration are 341.427 and 304.904 kW, respectively. However, the total active power losses obtained by the proposed methodology are 301.645 kW. It can be noticed that the results obtained by Reference [1] and the proposed method are slightly different. This slight difference may be attributed to the use of exact power flow equations in the proposed methodology. Moreover, the feeders currents after the application of this methodology are more balanced than the feeders currents obtained in Reference [1] . The comparison of results between the proposed methodology and the method described in Reference [1] is presented in Table V. Table VI shows the feeders currents values in the both cases.
It should be noted that the algorithm presented in Reference [1] is based on heuristic rules and fuzzy multi-objective approach. The objectives considered attempt to maximize the fuzzy satisfaction of the load balancing among the feeders, minimization of power loss, deviation of the nodes voltage and branch current constraint violation subject to radial network structure.
In our humble opinion, the use of heuristic methods is not always able to obtain an optimal solution. To prove the efficiency and strength of the proposed methodology, the database extracted from Reference [1] has been modified to comply with the following conditions:
• Distribution network with medium dimensions • Information about the tie-switches of the network • The transformers taps • The steps of the capacitors banks • The information of the distributed generation 
Two capacitors banks have been settled in nodes 49 and 64, each one with three steps: 150, 300, and 600 kvar. The transformers taps have been considered in the two substations, nodes 1 and 70, and bus voltages range from 0.955 to 1.05 p.u. Two generators of 2 MVA each have been installed in nodes 15 and 29. This paper analyzes five cases.
• Case I: reconfiguration considering the tie-switches only.
• Case II: reconfiguration considering transformers taps.
• Case III: reconfiguration considering the capacitor banks steps.
• Case IV: reconfiguration considering taps and capacitor banks.
• Case V: reconfiguration considering taps, capacitors banks and distributed generation.
Table VII presents the detailed calculation of the variables and constraints number of Master and Slave problems for each study case, as well as for the case of Reference [1] . It also shows the computing complexity of the model.
The results of the executed cases can be observed in Tables VII and VIII . It should be noted that the best case (minimum losses) is Case V, that is, the case where the capacitors banks and the distributed generation have been connected into the distribution network and the taps of the distribution substations transformers have been taken into account.
Case I consists of the direct application of the proposed methodology to determine the optimal configuration of the distribution network by tie-switching only. The resulting active power losses are 301.6453 kW. The lower voltage (0.915514 p.u.) is reached at node 29. A single iteration is needed for the convergence and the CPU time is 0.140 seconds. Case II presents the application of the proposed methodology taking into account the taps of the distribution substations transformers, which are in nodes 1 and 70. The number of variables and equations involved can be seen in Table VII . Real power losses are 301.6453 kW. This case converges on a single iteration and with a CPU time of 0.142 seconds. The worst node is 29, with a voltage of 0.92655 p.u. Note that in cases I and II, we obtained the same configuration of the distribution network, but with the consideration of the transformers taps, the worst node voltage is higher.
Case III presents the application of the proposed methodology taking into account three steps for each capacitors bank. These capacitors are installed in nodes 49 and 64 and each contains three steps of 150, 300, and 600 kvar. The active power losses rise to 287.142 kW. A single iteration is needed for the convergence and the time computation is 0.297 seconds. The worst node is the number 69 with a voltage of 0.9113023 p.u. The selected capacitors are: 600 kvar connected in node 49 and 150 kvar connected in node 64.
Case IV applies the proposed methodology considering the taps of transformers and three steps of every capacitors bank. In this study case, the active power losses are 287.142 kW. It converges on a single iteration and with a time of 0.234 seconds. The worst node is number 47 with a voltage magnitude of 0.923564 p.u. Note that in cases III and IV, we obtained the same configuration of the distribution network, but using both resources (capacitors and taps), the worst node voltage is higher.
Finally, Case V studies the optimal configuration of the distribution network taking into account transformers taps, capacitors banks and distributed generation located at buses 15 and 29. The active power losses are 196.810 kW. This case needs a single iteration for the convergence (0.203 seconds). The worst node voltage is 65 with a 0.9227526 p.u. The selected capacitor is a 300 kvar connected in node 64.
Finally, Table IX shows the final radial configuration of the five distribution networks obtained for each studied case.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a new and efficient methodology for optimal reconfiguration of distribution networks integrated with an optimal power flow and solved by Benders decomposition optimization technique. The objective minimizes the active and reactive power loss modules, balancing load among the feeders and subject to constraints as: the capacity limit of the branches, minimum and maximum limits of the substations or generators, minimum nodes voltages and radial operation of the network. A novel variant of the generalized Benders decomposition algorithm was applied for solving the problem. The formulation has been embedded under two stages. The first one is the Master problem and is formulated as mixed integer quadratic programming. This stage determines the radial topology of the distribution network. The second stage is the Slave problem and is formulated as non-linear programming. This stage is used to determine the feasibility of the Master problem solution by means of an OPF and provides information for formulating the linear Benders cuts, which couple both stages.
The application of the methodology to two cases extracted from specialized literature demonstrates the effectiveness and robustness of the proposal. It is also verified that the model needs very low execution time for solving the whole problem, a mixedinteger quadratic programming (Master problem) and also a non-linear programming problem (Slave problem). It also seems to be suitable for an application in real time.
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